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Profile
Professor James Ezeilo, with Chike Obi and Adegoke Olubummo, was one of a trio of
black mathematicians who pioneered modern mathematics research in Nigeria. A
Leverhulme scholarship enabled him to come to Cambridge for a PhD in 1955.
James Ezeilo’s early research dealt mainly with
the problem of stability, boundedness, and
convergence of solutions of third order ordinary
differential equations. Apart from extending
known results and techniques to higher order
equations, the main thrust of his work was the
construction of Lyapunov-like functions, which
he did elegantly and used to study the
qualitative properties of solutions. In addition
he was a pioneer in the use of Leray-Schauder
degree type arguments to obtain existence results for periodic solutions of ordinary
differential equations.
James Ezeilo’s indefatigable and innovative contribution
to mathematics in Nigeria was carried out against a
backdrop often affected by turbulent conflict. One of
the most tragic events was the burning down of the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka in July 1967 during the
Biafran war. The students at the University had joined James Ezeilo(right) with Alexander Animalu (PhD, Theoretical
Physics, 1965, Cambridge)
the Biafran army when war had been declared, even
though they had no weapons. Few of them survived the attack by the Nigerian army.
Following Ezeilo’s death in 2013, the Edward Bouchet Abdus Salam Institute in
Trieste noted in their obituary: “Professor Ezeilo was a brilliant mathematician and
fun to be around and will be greatly missed by all who knew him.”

